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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and system for assigning channels to a plurality of 
access points (APs) of a wireless communication network is 
disclosed. The method includes obtaining first information 
regarding first interference experienced by a first client due to 
multiple APs being positioned in proximity of that client, and 
obtaining second information regarding second interference 
experienced by either the first client or a first of the APs with 
respect to which the first client is associated, where the sec
ond interference is due either to others of the APs that are in 
proximity to the first AP, or to others of the clients that are in 
proximity to either the first client or the first AP. Additionally, 
the method further includes determining channel assign
ments for the plurality of APs based upon each of the first and 
second information. 

10 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
CLIENT-DRIVEN CHANNEL MANAGEMENT 

IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION 
NETWORKS 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

2 
often employed to assign channels to APs to reduce interfer
ence between them. For example, network administrators 
often perform detailed Radio Frequency (RF) site surveys, 
often using spectrum analyzers, prior to setting up APs within 

5 a building and use this information to assign specific channels 
to the APs. Also, subsequent to the initial channel assign
ments, each AP continuously monitors its assigned channel 
for data transmissions by other APs and their clients. If the 

This invention was made with United States Government 
support awarded by the following agency: NSF under Grant 10 

#CNS-0520152. The United States Federal Government has 

volume of traffic in that channel (from other APs or clients of 
other APs) is greater than a threshold, the first AP moves to a 
less congested channel, a technique that can be referred to as 

certain rights in this invention. 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to wireless communications 
and, more particularly, to methods and systems for assigning 
communication channels during operation of wireless com
munication networks such as wireless local area networks 
(WLANs). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

"Least Congested Channel Search" (LCCS). 
Although conventional channel assignment techniques 

such as the LCCS technique do achieve workable channel 
15 assignments, such conventional channel assignment tech

niques often do not result in channel assignments that pro
duce optimal bandwidth usage. The LCCS technique in par
ticular is unable account for circumstances in which, while 
there is not significant interference between neighboringAPs, 

20 there is nevertheless interference occurring ( or potentially 
occurring) between APs and clients of neighboring APs, or 
between the clients of neighboring APs. This inability to 
account for the "hidden interference" occurring due to the 
presence of clients limits the degree to which available band-

25 width can be efficiently used. Indeed, clients that are in con
flict can suffer from drastic reduction in throughput. In par
ticular, the reduction factor experienced by a given client can 
be non-linear in the total number of stations ( clients or APs) in 
conflict with the given client. 

In addition to being unable to account for such hidden 
interference, conventional channel assignment techniques 
such as the LCCS technique do not at all address issues of 
load balancing among different APs. That is, channel assign
ment is accomplished without any consideration ofhow many 

Wireless local area networks (WLANs) have seen explo
sive growth in recent years as a last-hop connectivity solution. 30 

Such networks, which typically operate in accordance with 
IEEE 802.11-type protocols, often operate in the 2.4 and 5 
GHz bands where unlicensed spectrum is very limited. Due to 
the growth in usage ofWLANs, network administrators are 
faced with an emerging challenge of efficiently managing 
bandwidth resources to provide better service to clients. 

35 clients may or will be in communication with each given AP. 
Although in at least some circumstances, load balancing 
issues are considered independently of channel assignments, 
the lack of joint consideration of load balancing issues in 
conjunction with channel assignment issues also limits the 

WLAN s typically are implemented through the use of one 
or more access point (APs) that serve as gateways for one or 
more clients, which can include, for example, wirelessly
equipped laptop or notebook computers. Whenever a given 
client is in communication with a given AP, the communica
tion takes place by way of a given communication frequency 
channel. All communication between anAP and its associated 
clients (which form a Basic Service Set (BSS)) occur in the 
channel assigned to the AP. 

40 degree to which available bandwidth can be efficiently used. 
For at least the above reasons, therefore, it would be advan

tageous if an improved method and/or system for assigning 
channels to APs in WLANs could be developed. More par
ticularly, it would be advantageous if, in at least some 

Given thatAPs are communicating via respective commu
nication channels, clients establish communication with the 
APs of their choice by selecting the appropriate channels 
associated with those APs. Often a client simply selects a 
channel by scanning the wireless medium for a strong signal 
(or the strongest signal) from an AP, and then selects that 
channel of the AP for its communications. 

45 embodiments, such an improved method and/or system 
enabled the assignment of channels to APs so that enhanced 
bandwidth usage (and enhancements in overall throughput) 
could be achieved by the WLANs. Further, in at least some 
embodiments, it would be advantageous if such an improved 

50 method and/or system was able to account for interference 
( e.g., "hidden interference") that cannot be taken into account 
by conventional channel assignment techniques, and/or was 
able to address load balancing issues in conjunction with the 
process of assigning channels to APs. 

Channel assignment in conventional WLANs is deter
mined by the APs based upon various measured information 
available to those APs, and/or as specified by an administra- 55 

tor. The manner of channel assignment used for WLANs 
differs from that employed in other domains, since those 
other manners of channel assignment typically are not appli
cable for WLANs. For example, channel assignment for cel
lular networks is traditionally modeled as a vertex coloring 60 

problem. However, the irregular coverage topologies present 
in WLAN s due to the vagaries of the indoor radio frequency 
(RF) environment make such channel assignment algorithms 
inefficient when applied to WLANs. 

Instead, as a basic design rule in assigning channels for 65 

WLANs, APs within range of one other are set to different 
"non-overlapping" channels. Further, multiple techniques are 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present inventors have recognized the deficiencies of 
conventional techniques for assigning channels to APs in 
WLANS, and further recognized that at least some of these 
deficiencies are largely or entirely the result of the fact that 
conventional channel assignment techniques are "AP-cen
tric" techniques that, while taking into account certain infor
mation associated with theAPs ofWLAN s, fail to account for 
one or more types of information relating to the operation of 
the clients of APs. The present inventors further have recog
nized that, in at least some embodiments, the use of an 
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improved channel assignment technique in which client-de
tected interference is reported to AP( s) and considered during 
the assignment of channels can result in WLANs achieving 
enhanced bandwidth usage and overall throughput relative to 
conventional embodiments. In at least some further embodi- 5 

ments, not only interference minimization but also load bal
ancing ( or other fairness considerations) is taken into account 
in assigning channels to APs. 

More particularly, in at least some embodiments, the 
present invention relates to a method of assigning channels to 10 

a plurality of access points (APs) of a wireless local area 
network (WLAN). The method includes (a) identifying both 
a respective range set and a respective interference set for 
each of a plurality of clients of the WLAN, (b) determining an 
order of the plurality of APs, (c) calculating a respective 15 

interference level that would be experienced by one of the 
ordered APs assuming the one ordered AP was assigned a 
respective channel, ( d) storing the respective interference 
level if the respective interference level meets a criterion, and 

4 
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary steps of opera

tion of the WLAN of FIG. 1 (or one or more components 
thereof, or one or more devices controlling the WLAN or 
portions thereof) allowing for the assignment of channels to 
theAPs of the WLAN. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, an exemplary wireless local area net
work (WLAN) 1 is shown to include first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth access points (APs) 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, respec
tively, each of which is represented by a circle. Additionally, 
the WLAN 1 includes first, second, third, fourth and fifth 
clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20, respectively, each of which is 
represented by a square. Although FIG. 1 shows the WLAN 2 
to include both fiveAPs and five clients, the present invention 
is intended to encompass a variety of other WLAN arrange
ments having any arbitrary number of APs or clients, albeit it 
will be understood from the discussion below that the present 
invention becomes increasingly valuable as the number of 
APs and/or clients increases, since with increasing numbers 
of these devices, the potential for conflict among these 
devices in their communications also increases. Typically, 

( e) repeating ( c )-( d) assuming that the one ordered AP was 20 

assigned at least one additional respective channel. Addition
ally, the method includes (f) repeating (c)-(e) for each of the 
other ordered APs, and (g) repeating (b )-(f) until a criterion 
has been met that at least in part concerns the interference 
levels experienced by at least some of the plurality of APs. 25 although not necessarily, the WLANs will have two APs at a 

mm1mum. 
The WLAN 1 in the present embodiment operates in accor-

dance with an IEEE 802.11-type protocol (e.g., a Wi-Fi pro
tocol such as the 802 .11 (b) protocol), in either the 2 .4 or 5 
GHz bands. However, the present invention is intended to 
encompass other embodiments in which the WLAN operates 
in accordance with other standards, protocols or rules, or 
within different frequency bands or ranges. Indeed, the 
present invention is intended to encompass a variety of other 
embodiments employing other types of wireless communica
tion networks other than WLANs. 

With respect particularly to the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, these 
are systems that can take a variety of forms depending upon 
the embodiment and should be generally understood as being 

Further, in at least some embodiments, the present inven
tion relates to a method of assigning channels to a plurality of 
access points (APs) of a wireless communication network. 
The method includes obtaining first information regarding 
first interference experienced by a first client due to multiple 30 

APs being positioned in proximity of that client, and obtain
ing second information regarding second interference expe
rienced by either the first client or a first of the APs with 
respect to which the first client is associated, where the sec
ond interference is due either to others of the APs that are in 35 

proximity to the first AP, or to others of the clients that are in 
proximity to either the first client or the first AP. Additionally, 
the method includes determining channel assignments for the 
plurality of APs based upon each of the first and second 
information. 

Also, in at least some embodiments, the present invention 
relates to an access point (AP) system that includes a trans
ceiver by which the AP system is capable of communicating 
with at least one client by way of a channel, a port by which 
the AP system is capable of being in communication with at 45 

least one additional AP system ofa WLAN of which the AP 
system forms a part, a memory device, and a processing 
device coupled at least indirectly to each of the transceiver, 
the port, and the memory device. The AP system receives by 
way of the transceiver at least one signal from the at least one 50 

client indicative of either interference being experienced by 
the at least one client or one or more of the at least one 
additional AP system with which the at least one client can 
potentially be in communication. Further, the processing 
device either by itself or in cooperation with at least one other 55 

processing device of one or more of the at least one additional 
AP system, and based upon the at least one signal, determines 
the channel by which the transceiver is capable of communi
cating. 

40 any of a variety of systems or devices capable of receiving and 
transmitting wireless communication signals within a local 
area or region. In at least some embodiments, for example, 
each of the APs can be a WAP-4000 AP available from the 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary WLAN 
including multiple APs and clients, as well as indicating 
exemplary range and interference sets for that WLAN; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary compo
nents of an AP; and 

Planet Technology Corporation of Taipei, Taiwan. 
As for the clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20, these can be any of 

a variety of systems/devices that are configured for receiving 
and transmitting wireless communication signals with 
respect to one or more APs. For example, the clients 12, 14, 
16, 18 and 20 each can be different wirelessly-equipped lap
top or notebook computers. While the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 
typically are stationary ( e.g., with respect to some reference 
point such as a location in a building, a ship or the earth) and 
the clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 typically are mobile devices 
( at least relative to one or more of the APs ), the APs can also 
be mobile, and/or the clients can be stationary or fixed in their 
position relative to the APs or relative to some other reference 
point. 

Referring additionally to FIG. 2, a block diagram is pro
vided showing exemplary components of one of the APs, in 

60 this case the first AP 2. As shown, the AP 2 includes a trans
ceiver 22 that includes one or more antennas (not shown) and 
is coupled by way of an internal network or bus 26 to a 
processor 24. The processor 24 also is coupled by way of the 
bus 26 ( or other link(s )) to several other components includ-

65 ing, for example, a memory 28, one or more input/output 
(I/0) devices 29, as well as a wired network interface 30. The 
processor 24 can take a variety of forms, for example, that of 
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circumstances of the clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20. Channel 
assignments in particular are set in order to minimize or even 
eliminate interference (including "hidden interference" as 
described above) that could occur between the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 

a microprocessor, a programmable logic device (PLD) or 
other control device, and communicates with each of the 
transceiver 22, memory 28, I/O devices 29 and wired network 
interface 30 by way of the bus 26 (or multiple such commu
nication links). By way of these communications, the proces
sor 24 controls and/or monitors and/or otherwise interacts 
with each of these other components. 

5 and 10 and clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 of the WLAN 1. As 
discussed further below, in at least some additional embodi
ments, the channel assignments also are set in order to bal
ance the loading of the different APs 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 relative 
to one another in terms of the number of clients that are in 

More particularly, the transceiver 22 is capable of receiving 
wireless communication signals ( e.g., RF signals or micro
wave signals in accordance with IEEE 802.11-type protocols 10 

or otherwise) and sending communications representative of 
these received signals to the processor 24. Likewise, the pro
cessor 24 is capable of sending signals to the transceiver 22 
that are then transmitted by the transceiver as wireless com
munication signals. As for the memory 28, it is capable of 15 

storing various software including, for example, operating 
system software, firmware or applications software capable 
of operating on the processor 24, as well as various data that 
is of use to the processor24 of the AP 2. The memory 28 can 
include one or more memory devices and take various forms 20 

including, for example, random access memory (RAM) such 
as dynamic RAM or static RAM, or read only memory 
(ROM). 

With respect to the I/O devices 29, these can include a 
variety of input and/or output devices including, for example, 25 

visual input and/or output devices ( e.g., a video monitor or 
touch screen), audio input and/or output devices (e.g., a 
speaker or microphone), or mechanical input and/ or output 
devices ( e.g., pushbuttons or vibrating devices). Also, in at 
least some embodiments, the AP 2 will not have any such I/O 30 

devices, to the extent that interfacing by operator(s) with the 
AP is handled indirectly by way of other terminals or devices. 

Finally, with respect to the wired network interface 30, this 
interface allows for the AP 2 to be in communication with the 
other AP(s) of the WLAN 1, e.g., with theAPs 4, 6, 8 and 10 35 

of FIG. 1 by way of a wired (e.g., as opposed to wireless) 
network 31. By virtue of communication between the proces
sor 24 of the AP 2 and the other APs 4, 6, 8 and 10 by way of 
the wired network interface 3 0 and wired network 31, the APs 
are able to coordinate their behavior to achieve optimal or 40 

otherwise appropriate behavior for the WLAN 1. In the 
present embodiment, this coordination of the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 
and 10 in particular results in appropriate assignments of 
wireless communication channels to the respective APs 
according to processes/algorithms such as the exemplary pro- 45 

cesses/algorithms described below. 
More particularly, the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 collect infor

mation from clients ( e.g., set-tuples including range and inter
ference sets of the clients as discussed further below) and, 
based upon that information, a central entity (e.g., one of the 50 

APs or an additional server or other computer system con
nected to the different APs) provided with this information 
then executes a channel assignment process/algorithm such 
as that described below to determine the appropriate channel 
assignments. The assignment information is then communi- 55 

cated to the different APs so that the APs can conform their 

communication with those respective APs (e.g., to balance 
the amount of communications with clients occurring with 
respect to the different APs ). 

With respect to interference minimization in particular, a 
given AP-client communication link can suffer conflicts or 
interference with other AP-client links at one or both of the 
AP end/side and the client end/side. A client can be said to be 
"conflict-free" if its association with an AP on an assigned 
channel eliminates conflicts both at that AP and at the client 
itself. Ideally, the channel assignment of an AP is set, and a 
client is associated with an AP, in order to achieve such a 
conflict-free status for the client (e.g., so that the client has 
exactly one AP from which it obtains service). If for a given 
client there does not exist an AP (and appropriate communi
cation charmel assignment) that allows for such conflict-free 
status, then desirably the client associates to an AP such that 
the AP-client link has "minimum conflict", where conflict on 
a particular channel can be measured as the number of APs 
that share the channel. Thus, at least one goal of channel 
management is to assign charmels to APs in such a way that it 
minimizes the conflict for each client, that is, to produce an 
association mapping of clients to APs, where each client 
associates with an AP that has the minimum conflict. 

In accordance with at least some embodiments of the 
present invention, to determine charmel assignments and cli
ent-AP pairs that minimize interference or conflict for the 
WLAN 1, two measures of conflict are used in relation to each 
client 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20. More particularly, each of the 
clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 is represented as a tuple of two 
sets <r, i>, namely, a range set rand an interference set i. The 
range set rwith respect to each client is defined as the set ofall 
APs within whose communication ranges lie the respective 
client, regardless of the current charmel(s) of operation of the 
APs. Thus, the range set r of a given client includes not only 
the AP with which the client is associated (e.g., is communi
cating), but also other APs that potentially can communicate 
directly with that client since the client is within the ranges of 
thoseAPs. 

Although the range set r of a client captures some of the 
interference experienced by the client, it does not capture the 
total interference potentially affecting that client. Rather, a 
given client can suffer additional interference (beyond that 
resulting from the APs of the range set) if the given client is 
within the ranges of other clients of other APs, or if the AP 
with which the given client is associated is also within the 
ranges of other APs or other clients of other APs. The inter
ference set i is intended to encompass such other interference. 
More particularly, an AP "A" is a member of the interference 
set of a client "C" if (i) A is not a member of the range set of 
C and, (ii) A is either within the communication range of the 

behavior appropriately. Additionally, as also discussed below, 
in at least some embodiments of the invention the channel 
assignment process/algorithm also performs load balancing 
and, in doing so, determines how the clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 
20 are assigned to theAPs 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. Such assignment 
information is then communicated both to the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 
and 10 and the clients 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 so that those 
devices can conform their behavior appropriately. 

60 AP of the client C, or is within the communication range of a 
client that in tum is within either the range of the client C or 
the range of the AP of the client C. That is, the AP A is a 
member of the interference set of the client C if it is within 
one-hop range of the link between the client C and its asso-

In the present embodiment, the assignment of channels to 
the APs 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 of the WLAN 1 is determined based 
not only upon the circumstances of the APs, but also upon the 

65 ciated AP. 
It should be noted that each of the range set r and the 

interference set i of a client only expressly includes APs, and 
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not other clients. To the extent that additional interference can 
be experienced by either a given client or its associated AP 
due to the operation of another client of another AP, the 
interference set for the given client takes into account this 
additional interference insofar as the interference set in such 
circumstance then includes the other AP associated with that 
other client. That is, the interference set of a client of interest 
indirectly takes into account interference affecting that cli
ent's communication with its associated AP that results from 
other clients of other APs, insofar as the interference set then 
includes those other APs. 

Referring still to FIG. 1, an exemplary range set 32 and an 
exemplary interference set 34 for the client 12 (for conve
nience, also labeled as C0 ) when included within the WLAN 
1 are shown. For the purposes of this example, devices that are 
within "range" of one another ( e.g., capable of communicat
ing with one another, and/or interfering or conflicting with 
one another) are connected by arrows. More particularly, 
solid arrows 36 indicate an association of a client with an AP. 
Thus, the client 12 is associated with the AP 2, the client 14 is 
associated with the AP 4, the client 16 is associated with the 
AP 6, the client 18 is associated with the AP 8, and the client 
20 is associated with the AP 10. Additionally, dashed arrows 

8 
work, where X is the set of all APs and C is the set of all 
clients. For each client c in C, one associates a tuple te =<re, ie> 
where re in r (2x denotes the power set ofX) is the range set 
for c and ie in 2x is the interference set for c. Given these 

5 assumptions, then T={ te =<re, ie>I for all clients c} is the set of 
all sets. One further can refer to (X, T), when defined in the 
above manner, as a conflict set system ( or simply, a set sys
tem) for the network (X, C). 

Once the range sets, interference sets, and set of all sets 
10 have been determined, then a process can be performed to 

arrive at channel assignments that result in minimized inter
ference. This process can generally be conceptualized as a 
color assignment process as follows. Suppose that E>(X)----;, 
{ 1 ... k} is a channel ( or "color") assignment using k colors, 

15 for a set system (X, T). Then, for a client represented by 
te=<re, ie>in T, ifonefurtherdefines z1={xinre U ie: E>(X)=j}, 
then there existsj in {1 ... k}, such that (i)lz)=l and (ii) ifone 
lets z1={ x1}, then x1 is in r c In other words, the assignment of 
colors (8) to the APs is performed in such a way that for the 

20 client (c) there is at least one AP (a) in the range set of c which 
is assigned a color, j, and no other AP in the range set or 
interference set of c has been assigned to this same color, j. 
This property can be referred to as the conflict-free coloring 
property, and it can further be said that the client c is conflict-38 indicate that the devices connected by way of the arrows 

are capable of interfering/conflicting with one another. Thus, 
the AP 2 potentially conflicts with each of the client 18 and the 
AP 10, and the client 12 potentially conflicts with the client 14 
and the AP 6. Although in the present embodiment, clients 
and APs are associated with one another on a one-to-one 
basis, it will be understood that in other embodiments mu!- 30 

tip le clients can be assigned to a single AP and/or one or more 

25 free. 
A solution to conflict set coloring also implicitly defines an 

association mapping for the client. That is, the client will 
associate to the AP which holds the conflict-free color in its 
range set. Thus, the solution provides the following: (1) 8 
gives the channel assignment for the APs; and (2) forte in T, 
a particular y( c )=x is defined such that the color of x is 

of the APs need not have any clients assigned to them. 
In view of the above definitions of the range and interfer

ence sets for a client, it is clear that, as shown by FIG. 1, the 
range set 32 for the client 12 includes both the AP 2, with 35 

which the client is associated, as well as the AP 6, as indicated 

conflict-free in te (xis the AP that leads to conflict-freedom 
for this client). For clients that are not conflict-free, xis the AP 
that suffers from minimum conflict out of all APs in the range 
set of c. Further, y( c) provides the association mapping for all 
clients. 

by dotted arrows 39. The fact that the AP 6 is within the range 
set 32 is indicative of the fact that the AP 6 potentially inter
feres/conflicts with the communications between the client 

In at least some embodiments, in order to efficiently maxi-

12 and the AP 2, that is, interferes/conflicts with the client-AP 40 

link represented by the arrow 36 connecting the client 12 and 
the AP 2. 

mize the number of conflict-free clients in the set system, a 
process such as that shown in FIG. 3 can be performed. 
Conceptually the process progressively chooses the "best" 
channel (color) for an AP that maximizes the number of 
clients that are conflict-free. Table 1 further shows an exem
plary pseudocode implementation of such a process. The 
process of FIG. 3/Table 1 involves a randomized algorithm 

As for the interference set 34 of the client 12, that set 
includes threeAPs, namely, theAPs 4, 8 and 10. The AP 4 is 
included within the interference set 34 because the client 14 
associated with that AP is capable of interfering with the first 
client 12, as indicated by one of the dashed arrows 38 between 
those clients. The AP 8 is included within the interference set 
34 because the client 18 associated with that AP is capable of 
interfering with the AP 2 that is associated with the client 12, 
and thus is also capable of interfering with the client-AP link 
between the client 12 and the AP 2 represented by the arrow 
36 therebetween. Further, the AP 10 is included within the 
interference set 34 because, as represented by one of the 
dashed arrows 38, the AP 10 is capable ofinterfering with the 
AP 2 that is associated with the client 12, such that the AP 10 
is capable of interfering with the client-AP link between the 
client 12 and the AP 2. 

45 for conflict set coloring with a conflict-freedom function as 
the objective function (the algorithm being discussed further 
below). The algorithm, which can be termed "randomized 
compaction," works in a centralized manner and is particu
larly suited for centrally-managed wireless networks with 

50 multiple APs, as is typical in most organizations, airports, 
hotels, etc. By using the ability to detect and capture different 
types of conflicts, and by taking advantage of the conflict set 
coloring formulation which captures opportunities for chan
nel re-use, this centralized algorithm performs better than 

55 conventional approaches such as least congested channel 
search (LCCS) or other AP-centric approaches. 

Turning then to FIG. 3, assuming that the range sets, inter-

Based upon the range sets and interference sets, a set of sets 
can also be determined for the WLAN 1 that can in tum be 60 

ference sets and set of sets of a WLAN such as the WLAN 1 
can each be understood as described above, a process 40 
shown in exemplary form can be performed to determine 
optimal channel assignments for the various APs of the used to perform optimized assignment of channels ( e.g., by 

the AP, server, or other control device that is coordinating the 
entire WLAN). Such a set of sets is a collection of sets, where 
each set is a tuple representing a client, that represents a 
collective view of the interference experienced by all clients 
globally for the WLAN 1. The set ofall sets can be understood 
mathematically as follows. Let (X, C) denote a wireless net-

WLAN. The process 40 is performed as follows. First, after 
starting the process 40 at a step 44, at a step 46 the range sets 
and interference sets for each of the clients of the WLAN are 

65 determined (FIG. 1 only shows such sets being determined 
for one of the clients, namely, the client 12). Based upon the 
range sets and interference sets, the set of all sets T is also 
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determined at the step 46, such that the entire conflict set 
system (X, T) is determined. Subsequently, at a step 49, all of 
the subjectAPs are randomly assigned an order. Lines 1-2 of 
the pseudocode of Table 1 serve to perform this step, while 
line 3 of the pseudocode sets initial values for the channel 5 

assignments (which can be considered to be part of step 49 as 
well). 

At this point, an iterative algorithm begins that encom
passes additional steps 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70 
and 72. The algorithm generally corresponds to lines 4-12 of 10 

Table 1, where line 4 in particular sets up a loop that allows 
subsequent, inner steps (which form the core algorithm) to 
execute until further iterations no longer result in significant 
changes or improvements in the overall interference level of 
the WLAN 1 as represented by the Num_Conflict_Free func- 15 

tion shown in line 5. More particularly, at the step 52, a first of 
the subject APs ordered in the step 49 is selected and, at the 
step 54, a new channel (color) is tentatively assigned to that 
AP. Further, at the step 56, the interference resulting from 
such a channel (color) assignment is calculated. Further, at 20 

the step 58, a determination is made as to whether the inter
ference resulting from the present, tentative charmel (color) 
assignment is at a minimum level relative to previously-as
sumed channel assignments. 

If at the step 58 it is determined that a new minimum level 25 

of interference has been attained using the present, tentative 
channel assignment, then that charmel assignment is saved/ 
stored at the step 60. Upon the completion of the step 60, or if 
it is determined at the step 58 that a new minimum level 
interference has not been attained using the present channel 30 

assignment, then the process 40 proceeds to the step 62, at 
which it is determined whether all possible color assignments 
have been considered. If it is determined that not all possible 
channel (color) assignments have been considered, then the 
process 40 returns to the step 54, at which another new chan- 35 

nel (color) is tentatively assigned to that AP and steps 56 and 

10 
process advances to the step 68, compaction has been per
formed in relation to each of the subject APs, such that the 
interference associated with the assignment of each possible 
channel to each AP of the ordered set of APs has been evalu
ated, and such that a particular set of channel assignments 
tending to result in minimized interference has been deter
mined and stored ( e.g., by repeated performance of step 60). 

Although it is true that, upon proceeding to the step 68, 
compaction has been performed in relation to each of the 
subjectAPs, it is not necessarily the case that the resulting set 
of stored channel (color) assignments is the set of channel 
assignments that would minimize interference for the 
WLAN. Rather, the set of channel assignments that results in 
best performance (in this case, minimized interference) typi
cally will vary somewhat if the algorithm is performed again 
over and over again using the same ordering oftheAPs (e.g., 
as was determined originally in the step 49), due to the inter
dependencies between the channel assignments to APs. 
Therefore, to obtain a set of channel assignments that will 
minimize interference, it is necessary to repeat the steps 
54-66 repeatedly using the same orderings of the APs. Even
tually, by performing multiple iterations for the same AP 
ordering, the algorithm converges an assignment of charmels 
and the repetitive performing of the algorithm can be stopped 
when the amount of improvement resulting from reperform-
ing the algorithm becomes minimal or meets some threshold. 
This iterative process corresponds to lines 9-11 of Table 1. 

Thus, at the step 68, it is determined whether the channel 
assignment results obtained thus far are the result of the first 
iteration of the steps 52-66. If this is the case, then these 
channel assignments and the associated overall interference 
level are stored at a step 72. Subsequently, the steps 52-66 are 
repeated for this new ordering of the subject APs, after which 
the process 40 again returns to the step 68. However, if at the 
step 68, it is determined that the channel assignment results 
obtained thus far are the result of a second or later iteration of 
the steps 52-66, then the process at the step 70 determines 
whether the results from this later iteration are significantly 

58 are subsequently repeated. However, if at the step 62 it is 
determined that all possible charmel ( color) assignments have 
been considered for the selected AP, then the process 40 
proceeds to the step 64. 

The calculations/determinations made in the steps 56 and 
40 improved relative to the results stored previously (e.g., during 

prior performance of the step 72). If so, then the step 72 is 
again performed, at which time these latest, improved results 
are stored, and further the step 72 is followed again by the 

58 (as well as the related steps 54, 60 and 62 ofFIG. 3) can be 
understood as corresponding to line 7 of the pseudocode of 
Table 1, and can be referred to as a "compaction" step. In the 
present embodiment, the compaction step is the core optimi- 45 

zation that the algorithm performs, and in particular is per
formed to optimize the Num_Conflict_Free function, which 
represents the performance of the WLAN 1 in terms of overall 
interference level. For example, consider anAP ap inX. If one 
keeps all of the other charmel/color assignments the same, the 50 

compaction step assigns a color to ap that maximizes the 
number of conflict-free clients overall for the set system (X, 

steps 52-70. If, however, it is determined at the step 70 that 
this latest iteration of the steps 52-66 has not improved the 
interference levels significantly, then the process 40 ends a 
step 74, and the results stored during the most recent perfor
mance of the step 72 constitute the final channel assignment. 

T). Such a channel/color is then chosen as the new assignment 
for ap. It should be further noted that the number of conflict
free clients can be computed using the interference set infor- 55 

Whether a given interference level generated by the per
formance of the steps 52-66 is improved to a sufficiently 
significant degree so as to justify saving the channel assign
ments producing that interference level (e.g., by proceeding 
from the step 70 to the step 72) can be determined by a variety 
of measures. In at least some embodiments, a simple deter-
mination is made as to whether the improvement in the overall 
interference level resulting from the latest iteration exceeds a mation. 

Still referring to FIG. 3, at the step 64, it is determined 
whether each of the subject APs has been selected and con
sidered, that is, whether compaction has been performed in 
relation to each of the APs. If not, then the next AP in the 
sequence of ordered APs is selected at the step 66 and the 
process then returns to the step 54 at which a channel (color) 
is assigned to that AP. If, however, at the step 64 it is deter
mined that each of the subjectAPs has been selected, then the 
process proceeds to a step 68. The determination made at the 
step 64 and related performance of the step 66 can be under
stood to correspond to lines 6 and 8 of Table 1. Once the 

threshold, in which case the latest charmel assignments are 
stored, or does not exceed that threshold, in which case the 
previous set of charmel assignments are maintained. For 

60 example, by way oflines 6-8 of the pseudocode, the value of 
the objective function Num_Conflict_Free representing the 
number of conflict-free clients is determined. The channel 
assignment for an AP is changed ( e.g., at the step 72) only if 
it improves this objective function value. However, if the 

65 pseudocode the objective function value stays the same after 
applying the compaction step, the algorithm/process termi
nates (e.g., at the line 10 of Table 1). 
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Although the above-described embodiment env1s10ns 
determining a final channel assignment order that optimizes 
performance (interference) based upon a single assumed 
order of the subject APs as is generated in the step 49, in 
alternate embodiments the algorithm can be reperformed 
after modifying the assumed order of the subject APs. More 
particularly, as illustrated by a step 42 linking (by way of 
dashed lines) the end step 74 with the start step 44 in FIG. 3, 
in such alternate embodiments a further determination is met 
as to whether the algorithm of the steps 54-72 should be 
repeated for a different assumed order of APs. Depending 
upon whether the step 42 is performed, and depending upon 
what determination is made at that step, the process 40 (and 
particularly the steps 54-72) can be repeated any number of 
times. Cessation of this process can be determined again 
based upon whether the overall performance (interference) 
has improved significantly or not, or upon some other criteria 
(for example, whether all possible permutations of APs have 
been tested). 

In summary, the above-described process 40 operates by 
repeatedly invoking the compaction step for each AP in suc
cession. The order of invocation is randomized by using a 
random permutation of the APs. The entire compaction pro
cess (lines 6-8 of the pseudocode) is repeated until an objec
tive function (e.g., the number of conflict-free clients) stops 
improving. In at least some embodiments, such as that exem
plified by the pseudocode ofTable 1, the objective function is 
a discrete value, and is lower bounded (by zero). Thus, after 
even only two executions of the compaction process ( or in 
alternate embodiments, even one execution of that process), 
the algorithm either improves the objective function or ter
minates (e.g., at line 10 of the pseudocode). Thus, the algo
rithm will provably terminate. Further, by invoking the com
paction algorithm multiple times with different random 
permutations, it is often if not always possible to obtain the 
best solution across these runs. That is, by invoking this 
algorithm multiple times, it is possible to perform a random
ized search with iterative refinement over the solution space. 
This increases the chances of converging to a better optima 
and possibly the global optimum over multiple executions. 

TABLE 1 

X = set of access points 
T - set of (range,interference) tuples for each client 
k - number of colors 
0: X - {1 ... k} is the returned channel assignment 

1: X' be a random permutation ofX. 
2: Let X' - {x1,x2, ... ,x;}. 
3: Set for all x inX,0(x) - -1 /* indicates an unassigned AP*/ 
4: while true do 
5: ncf - Num_Conflict_Free(T,0) 
6: fori-1 ... IXI do 
7: 0(x;) - Compaction_Step (x;,0,T,k) 
8: end for 
9: ifMurn_Conflict_Free (T,0) - ncfthen 
10: stop 
11: end if 
12: end while 

As should be evident from the above description, the pro
cess 40 of FIG. 3 (or algorithm exemplified by the 
pseudocode of Table 1) requires an accurately-constructed 
conflict graph or conflict set system (X, T). Such a conflict 
graph/set system can be developed in various ways for a given 
WLAN such as the WLAN 1 of FIG. 1. For example, in at 
least some embodiments, the APs can find out the range and 
interference sets of their clients by requesting that each of the 
clients conduct a respective site-report as specified in IEEE 
802.11 K drafts (which concern radio resource management). 

12 
In generating such a site-report, a client scans all channels and 
reports all of the APs within its range on the different chan
nels. The scan can be, for example, a standard operation 
supported by all wireless cards that follow the IEEE 802.1 lb 

5 protocol. The scan provides a list of APs and other clients 
within range, and this information can be used to compute the 
range and interference sets for clients. Such scans can be 
requested periodically or dynamically based on mobility. Fur
ther for example, a scan for IEEE 802.11 b can be completed 

10 in around 150 ms, which is negligible compared to duration of 
a channel assignment or reassignment. 

Typically, in a given WLAN, channel assignments do not 
remain constant indefinitely but rather channels are reas
signed repeatedly, either periodically or dynamically based 

15 on feedback. A WLAN in which channels are reassigned 
dynamically based upon feedback in particular triggers a 
reassignment if the quality of the current assignment as mea
sured by the objective function degrades below a relative 
threshold. Changing the channel for an AP/client is a rela-

20 tively low-cost operation (1-2 ms) which can be implemented 
mostly as a driver update (e.g., as software updates to the 
software operating on existingAPs/clients) rather than requir
ing significant hardware updates. The actual operation of 
changing the channel can be synchronized with anAP's peri-

25 odic broadcasting signal or "beacon". The IEEE 802.llK 
draft specifies MAC level primitives to achieve this goal, 
where MAC-level primitives are 802.11 protocol extensions 
specified in the 802.1 lk draft version to allow for measure
ments and changes to the current channel of operation (thus 

30 allowing for dynamic channel adjustment). 
The above-described approach to modeling the interfer

ence among APs and clients in a WLAN such as the WLAN 
1 can be described as a client-driven approach, insofar as it 
takes into account all ( or substantially all) of the interference 

35 experienced by the clients of the WLAN. The above-de
scribed approach is particularly effective insofar as it takes 
into account both the interference associated with range sets 
and the interference associated with interference sets, as 
experienced by the clients of the WLAN. As a result, it is 

40 possible to determine improved channel assignments for the 
APs of the WLAN that truly minimize or eliminate interfer
ence (including "hidden interference" as described above) 
rather than only a portion of the interference. 

Additionally, this approach intrinsically captures opportu-
45 nities for channel re-use. In particular, by keeping the model 

for a given WLAN updated on a periodic yet coarse-grained 
basis, it is possible to neglect fine-grained user migrations, 
and to capture medium and large-scale variations of client 
distributions (where a "coarse-grained" time scale can be 

50 understood as a time scale on the order of tens of minutes or 
an hour and, in contrast, a "fine-grained" time scale can be 
understood a time scale on the order of seconds or less). 
Further, algorithms that provide channel assignment using 
this approach (for example, the exemplary algorithm 

55 described above with respect to FIG. 3 and Table 1) are 
particularly efficient, irrespective of the underlying physical 
RF properties of the wireless environment of the WLAN. This 
advantage is possible because the interference constraints are 
sampled directly at the clients rather than inferred using prop-

60 erties of radio propagation. Thus, such an approach is appli
cable to indoor environments which are challenging to model 
from an RF perspective. 

In at least some embodiments of the present invention, such 
as that described above with reference to FIG. 3, the sole ( or 

65 primary) objective is to minimize the conflict suffered by each 
client. As a special case, attainment of this objective is real
ized by maximizing the number of clients that are conflict-
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free. However, the overall objective of a channel assignment 
scheme can also be to achieve improved levels of user-per
ceived throughput and network utilization. To achieve this 
overall objective, in still further embodiments, it is not only 
desirable that conflicts/interference be minimized, and but 5 

also desirable that load balancing (and other fairness issues) 

be the case, a channel assignment 8 and the corresponding 
association mapping y is said to be a min-max conflict assign
ment ifits corresponding conflict vector CF={ cfi, ... cfn} has 
the same or lower lexicographical value than any other chan
nel assignment. 

Further, given two n-tuples of numbers C={ cf1 , cf2 , ... , 

cf\} and C'={ cf\, cf\, . . . , cf\}, each in non-increasing 
order, one can say that C lexicographically dominates C' if 
C=C', or if there is some index j for which cf>cf'. and cf=cf'. 
for all i~j. Supposing that C'~C denotes that C l~xicogr;phi~ 
cally dominates C', one can say that C and C' are equivalent if 

be addressed. More particularly, in such embodiments, it is 
undesirable if reducing overall interference is achieved by 
assigning channels in such a way that excessively high num
bers of clients end up communicating with only a small num- 10 

ber of the available APs. 
In terms of achieving load balancing, it is evident that, apart 

from suffering interference from other APs and clients asso
ciated with other APs, a given client further shares the 
medium with other clients that are associated with the given 
client's own AP. The algorithm described above with respect 
to FIG. 3 and Table 1 makes clients associate to APs that are 
conflict-free, that is, free from inter-AP interference. How
ever, if many clients are already associated to an AP, such 
clients would experience throughput reduction due to consid
erable intra-AP load. To achieve both load balancing and 
interference minimization, therefore, the channel assignment 
solution should associate clients to APs that minimize a com
bination of both intra-AP load and inter-AP interference. 

An algorithm ( and related process) for determining chan
nel assignments that take into account the goal of load-bal
ancing in addition to the goal of interference minimization 
can be developed as follows. Given a wireless network (X, C) 
and a client c in C, let the tuple te =<re, ie> denote the range and 
interference sets for client c. Further, let 8 :X----;, { 1 ... k} be a 
channel/color assignment and let y:C----;,X be an association 
mapping function (that is, the function specifying the AP with 
respect to which any client is associated). Additionally, let 
17(x), where xis in X, denote the number of clients that are 
associated to an AP x. 

Given the above assumptions ( and notations), suppose that 
the client c is associated to the AP x in X. This client would 
suffer conflict from allAPs and clients on the same channel as 
the client c. Further, given an AP yon the same channel as x, 
17(y)+l stations (the AP y and all clients associated to AP y) 
share the medium with the client c. Therefore, the sum ~(17 
(y)+l), for ally in (re U ic) such that E>(y)=E>(x), captures the 
total conflict (both intra-AP and inter-AP) that would be 
suffered by a client associating to AP x. This total conflict 
quantity, which can be denoted as cfe, can thus be calculated 
by way of an equation (1) as follows: 

cf,= ~ (ry(y)+ 1) (1) 

for ally in(rcUic)IG(y)=G(y(c)) 

both C~C' and C'~C. This relation thus defines a total order 
on the equivalence classes of conflict vectors or the corre
sponding channel assignments and association mappings. 

15 Also, the conflict vectors in the unique minimal equivalence 
class (under~) correspond to the fairest channel assignments 
and association mappings. We denote the lexicographical 
value of this conflict vector ( arranged in non-increasing order 
of conflict value), the objective function -i:. The goal is to 

20 minimize the value of this objective function. 
In view of the above discussion, it is possible to modify the 

algorithm described above with respect to FIG. 3 and Table 1 
to incorporate load balancing, such that the measure of"per
formance" incorporates both the interference level and the 

25 degree to which load balancing (or fairness) has been 
achieved. More particularly, the same process as ( or a similar 
process to) that shown in FIG. 3 and Table 1 can be performed 
to determine optimal performance except insofar as, while the 
algorithm of FIG. 3/Table 1 uses the number of conflict-free 

30 clients (e.g., Num_Conflict_Free) as the objective function, 
to incorporate load balancing the process is modified to uti
lize instead the objective function -i: discussed above. In such 
case, those of the steps ( e.g., the steps 56, 58, 70 and 72) of the 
process 40 that refer to determinations or storing of levels of 

35 interference can instead be understood to involve determina
tions of performance, where performance involves both inter
ference levels and load balancing levels. 

By using -i: as the objective function (as constructed using 
the conflict function for calculating cfe as shown in eqn. 1, 

40 which captures the amount of conflict suffered by each client) 
it is possible to perform a 'fair' allocation of conflicts among 
clients (as measured by the conflict function).Atthe same, by 
using -i: as the objective function, functional performance of 
the algorithm changes somewhat from when only interfer-

45 ence is considered (e.g., when Num_Conflict_Free is the 
function that is used). More particularly, in applying the 
objective function -i:, a client decides to associate to an AP that 
offers minimum total conflict. This in turn affects the value of 
the objective function -i:. Therefore, because of this feedback, 

50 performance of the algorithm employing the objective func
tion -i: typically requires more rounds to converge to a solution 
in comparison with the algorithm of FIG. 3/Table 1 employ
ing the Num_Conflict_Free function (also, any further The quantity cfe thus captures the total load suffered by c or, 

more closely, the number of stations that contend with c for 
the medium. The expected throughput over a unit timescale 55 

can be represented as 1/cfe (ignoring short term unfairness 
inherent in 802.11 MAC). 

changes to the coloring would only worsen the value of-i:). 
Nevertheless, the presently-described algorithm employ-

ing the objective function -i: converges provably even with the 
new objective function -i: (in practice six rounds have been 
found to be sufficient). Further, in general, a lower value of -i: 
tends to correspond to a fairer solution, and is thus bounded 

Intuitively, the objective for the channel assignment 
scheme is to minimize the total conflict in the system that is 
to minimize ~ cfe for all c in C. However, this objectiv~ 
function can cause unfairness or imbalance in expected 
throughput between the clients. To counteract this, it is pos
sible to further employ a min-max conflict optimization func
tion as follows. First, let CF be a vector quantity referred to as 
a "conflict vector", where CF={ cf1 , ... cf

1
c

1
} and is repre

sentative of the total conflict experienced by each client, 
arranged in a non-increasing order of value. Assuming this to 

60 (by the fairest solution). It should further be noted that the 
presently-described algorithm, as modified to be cognizant of 
client load by way of the objective function -i:, jointly solves 
both the channel assignment and the load balancing problems 
by directly outputting the channel assignment for each AP. By 

65 using the load-aware objective function -i: to address conflict 
set coloring, the algorithm implicitly decides the association 
between the clients and APs ( each client is associated to the 
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AP from its range set which has the minimum conflict). This 
association is a solution to the load balancing problem as 
well. 

16 
5. The AP of claim 4, wherein the criterion is a maximiza

tion of a number of the clients of the WLAN that would 
experience a substantially conflict-free state given present 
channel assignments. 

6. The AP of claim 4, wherein the AP determines that the 
criterion has been attained when a recent interference level 
resulti~g fr~m a_ recent c~~el assignment determined by a 
recent 1terat10n 1s not a s1gmficant improvement over an ear
lier interference level resulting from an earlier channel 

It is specifically intended that the present invention not be 
limited to the embodiments and illustrations contained 5 

herein, but include modified forms of those embodiments 
including portions of the embodiments and combinations of 
elements of different embodiments as come within the scope 
of the following claims. 

10 
assignment determined by an earlier iteration. 

7. The AP of claim 4, wherein the criterion concerns both 
the interference levels experienced by at least some of the 
plurality of APs and load balancing of at least some of the 
plurality of APs. 

We claim: 
1. An access point (AP) comprising: 
a transceiver by which the AP is capable of communicating 

with at least one client by way of a channel; 
a port by which the AP is capable of being in communica

tion with at least one additional AP of a WLAN of which 
the AP forms a part; 

a memory device; and 

8. The~P of claim 1, wherein the processing device is able 
15 to d~termme _from the at least one signal both range set infor

mat10n and mterference set information, and wherein the 
processing device either by itself or in cooperation with at 
least on~ other_ proc~ssing device determines the channel by 
performmg an 1terat1ve algorithm that takes into account both 

a processing device coupled at least indirectly to each of 
the !ransceiver, the port, and the memory device, 

wherem the AP receives by way of the transceiver at least 
one signal from the at least one client indicative of inter
ference being experienced by the at least one client from 
at least one AP outside the range of the at least one client, 
and 

20 the range set information and the interference set information. 
. 9. A wireless local area network (WLAN) system compris
mg both the AP of claim 1 as well as the other AP and the at 
least one client. 

10.A method of assigning channels to a plurality of access 

25 po_i~ts (APs) of a wireless local area network (WLAN), com
pnsmg the steps of: 

where)n theyrocessing device either by itself or in coop
erat10n with at least one other processing device of one 
or more of the at least one additional AP, and based upon 
the at least one signal, determines the channel by which 30 

the transceiver is capable of communicating by: 
(a)_ identifying both a respective range set and a respective 

mterference set for each of a plurality of clients of the 
WLAN, wherein the range set for each given client 
describes the APs having the given client in range for 35 

communication, and the interference set for each client 
describes the APs that are not members of the range set 
but are (i) within a communication range of an AP com
municating with the given client, or (ii) are within the 
communication range of another client that in turn is 40 

within either the range of the given client or the range of 
an AP communicating with the given client; 

(b) assigning charmels to APs to reduce interference from 
APs in the client's range set and interference set for the 
client's channel by selecting an assignment of charmels 45 

t~ APs t? increase the number of clients having, for each 
given client, one AP with a given charm el in the range set 
of the given client where that given channel is not in the 
interference set of the given client. 

. 2. The AP of claim 1, wherein the respective range sets and 50 

mterference sets are determined from a conflict set system. 
3. The AP of claim 2, wherein the conflict set system is 

determined from a plurality of site reports provided by the 
clients to the APs. 

4. The ~p of claim 1, wherein communication ranges are 55 

defined with respect to an iteratively refined interference level 
and wherein the iteration continues until a criterion has been 
met, the criterion being a measure of an attainment of a 
particular level of overall interference experienced among the 
APs and clients of the WLAN. 

communicating by anAP through a transciever with at least 
one client by way of a charmel; 

communicating by the AP through a port with at least one 
~dd)tional AP of a WLAN of which the AP forms a part; 

rec1evmg by the AP through the transciever at least one 
signal from the at least one client indicative of interfer
ence being experienced by the at least one client from at 
least one AP outside the range of the at least one client 
and ' 

executing on a processing device on the AP either by itself 
or i_n cooperation with at least one other processing 
device of one or more of the at least one additional AP 
and based upon the at least one signal, a stored progra~ 
to determine the charmel by which the transceiver is 
capable of communicating by the steps of: 

(a)_ identifying both a respective range set and a respective 
mterference set for each of a plurality of clients of the 
WLAN, wherein the range set for each given client 
describes the APs having the given client in range for 
communication, and the interference set for each client 
describes the APs that are not members of the range set 
but are (i) within a communication range of an AP com
municating with the given client, or (ii) are within the 
communication range of another client that in turn is 
within either the range of the given client or the range of 
an AP communicating with the given client; and 

(b) assigning channels to APs to reduce interference from 
APs in the client's range set and interference set for the 
client's channel by selecting an assignment of charmels 
t~ APs t? increase the 1_1umber of clients having, for each 
given client, one AP with a given charm el in the range set 
of the given client where that given channel is not in the 
interference set of the given client. 

* * * * * 


